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3  Introduction

inTrodUCTion
Every business today is expected to deliver results at the speed of ideas . 
The challenge for IT organizations is how to support this new velocity 
and scalability without forfeiting application compatibility and security 
postures, all while improving application performance and reducing the 
time it takes to deliver new capabilities and services . While the public  
cloud may make sense for some workloads, a well-executed hybrid cloud 
or multi-cloud strategy provides enterprises the best modern infrastruc-
ture upon which to accelerate and transform their business .   

Hybrid cloud and multi-cloud have become the de facto choices for 
enterprises that need flexibility and scalability to optimize service 
delivery, balance diverse workloads, and optimize resources for greater  
agility . By combining services from both private and public clouds, 
enterprises are able to get the best of both worlds . In fact, six in ten  
enterprises today are already adopting a hybrid approach,¹ and a Gartner 
study recently reported that by 2020, 90% of IT enterprises will adopt 
a hybrid cloud, further proving that is the way of the future, and some-
thing that every organization should be planning for today .²

Hybrid cloud adoption  
is on the rise

90% of IT enterprises will adopt  
a hybrid cloud by 2020 .²
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Hybrid cloud brings incredible value to an organization—without doubt—
but it requires some work and a small upfront investment . Key steps 
to getting started include knowing what your company or organization 
needs, plus understanding how to optimally leverage the variety of cloud 
technologies on the market today . This white paper will serve as a strategic  
tool to guide you through this process, to help you create long-term success .  
It will also identify some of the common pitfalls and highlight key learnings 
from Intel IT’s own hybrid cloud journey . We’ll demonstrate the importance  
of choosing the right underlying infrastructure and introduce you to a fast-
er and easier way to realize the many benefits of hybrid cloud by using 
Intel® Select Solutions . All of this will help enterprise IT shops like yours 
deliver innovative new services and applications faster and will ultimately 
help you transform your business for the digital age .

Hybrid cloud is a multi-cloud environment that 
provides orchestration between private and public 
cloud platforms .

Private cloud refers to computing services  
offered internally on infrastructure that is owned 
and managed internally .

Public cloud refers to commercially available com-
puting services offered by third-party cloud providers.

Multi-cloud is a combination of computing services 
from multiple cloud providers and environments, 
including private cloud .
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GeT reAdy For  
hyBrid CLoUd
Modern business runs on top of modern platforms . One of the biggest 
challenges enterprise CIOs face today is modernizing their existing 
infrastructure and business processes, while at the same time deploying 
new technologies and applications that will drive business growth . Too 
often, enterprise IT departments are faced with massively complex port-
folios of systems and software, changes to which take time and energy 
away from innovation . Architecture that embraces a platform-based 
model for dynamic service delivery, coupled with a hybrid cloud workload 
strategy, allows IT to instead deploy workloads and application environ-
ments that accelerate innovation . 

Adopting a hybrid cloud solution is a central step to help solve these 
challenges, but it must be deployed against a stable and standardized 
foundation that can meet the dynamic needs of the business . Transforming 
IT won’t happen overnight, and certainly won’t happen without a detailed 
and comprehensive plan and the right executive champions . It is helpful 
to think of this project in three distinct phases (see Figure 1) . We will 
walk through each phase in the following section .

ChAPTer 1

Figure 1. A similar cloud strategy transformation roadmap will help you continue to align your cloud strategy with businesss needs and  
maximize the value of cloud.

Rationalize and Plan

• Define, Fund, and Enable

• End-of-Life and Rehost

Modernize IT

• Deliver Cloud-Native, Mobilized Apps

• Replatform and Repurchase

Modernize Business

• Provider of Choice and Showcase

• 100% Right Place, 
100% Right Workload

PhASe 1 PhASe 2 PhASe 2

Example Roadmap for Cloud Strategy Transformation
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Phase 1:
A significant first step to ensuring your infrastructure is ready for hybrid 
cloud is understanding your application portfolio and conducting a ratio-
nalization assessment . Figure 2 summarizes a rationalization process for 
the evaluation of a legacy application environment that helps identify if an 
application is still needed by the business, and if so, how it should be 
modernized and what the optimal infrastructure is for each .

To learn more about how to successfully conduct a similar application 
rationalization project, check out Intel IT’s Multi-Cloud Strategy: Focused 
on the Business white paper . 

Phase 2: 
Applications that pass the “is it needed and strategic” litmus test, 
and are considered to be differentiating from a business perspective, 
should be re-architected if necessary to take advantage of IaaS, PaaS, 
and DBaaS capabilities to be hosted more optimally . Net new applica-
tions should typically be delivered cloud-native from the start to fully 
leverage the benefits of cloud . Once you complete this step, outline 
a modern architecture that abstracts applications and services from 
the infrastructure and enables strategy to move from thinking about a 
set of disparate and complex capabilities, toward a software-defined 
service platform which can be used as a basis for innovation . You can 
create and deliver new applications and services alongside existing 
services, following agile and DevOps best practices . 

Application

Is it needed? End-of-Life

Software as a Service Platform as a Service

Infrastructure as a ServiceNon-Cloud

Workload Placement 
Decision Framework

(Public, Private, Hybrid)

Cloud Infrastructure 
Optimization

(Tune for optimal  
performance)

Eliminate 
Retire

Migrate 
Repurchase

Invest 
Rearchitect

Tolerate/Migrate 
Rehost

Tolerate 
Remain

Is it commoditized?

Is it strategic?

Is it ROI-constrained?

Is it not cloud compatible?

Figure 2. An application migration rationalization process combined with a workload placement assessment helps determine the business value 
of legacy applications and their optimal placement in public, private, or hybrid models.

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/it-management/intel-it-best-practices/intel-its-multi-cloud-strategy-is-focused-on-the-business-paper.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/it-management/intel-it-best-practices/intel-its-multi-cloud-strategy-is-focused-on-the-business-paper.html
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Phase 3:
In the final stage of your modernization journey, you must remain com-
pletely aligned to the needs of the business . Using optimally hosted 
cloud-native apps via a “right workload, right place” strategy will always 
provide the greatest return on investment (ROI) and overall business 
value . And with holistic strategy setting, this is achievable by every orga-
nization today . The ultimate end goal of your modernization journey is 
to ensure that all applications are portable between public and private 
cloud without interruption or direct involvement from the development 
team . Delivering these real-time services to the business, combined with 
an IT environment that is fully automated and provides the highest level 
of reliability and resiliency, is every CIO’s dream—and can be considered 
the final stop on your cloud journey. 

No matter where you are on the modernization journey, developing your 
own strategy and honing the above techniques puts you in the position 
to fully realize the value of a true hybrid cloud, today and in the future . 
Evaluating your applications, their delivery methods, and their ability to 
become cloud-native are the first steps to business transformation, and 
provide the foundation necessary for hybrid cloud . Don’t get left behind . 
Today’s most disruptive businesses take advantage of cloud technologies 
to virtualize and automate their data centers, using modern application 
platforms to support modern application stacks .

In 2010, Intel began building its first enterprise 
private cloud with on premises IaaS, offering com-
pute, storage, and networking on-demand . Intel’s 
private cloud provided as much as 2x the savings 
versus hosting entirely in the public cloud, creating 
a huge impact for a corporation of Intel’s size .³ 

However, this was not the end of Intel’s mod-
ernization journey . Today Intel uses application 
platforms—platform as a service (PaaS) and data-
base as a service (DBaaS)—to abstract underlying 
infrastructure and enable its developers to focus 
on what they do best, application development . As  
Intel developers began steadily adopting these new 
services, a 73 .6% cost savings per application 
instance was achieved, and the average devel-
opment time was reduced from one to six weeks 

down to less than a day .³ In addition, Intel estab-
lished an application rationalization process to help 
identify which applications no longer contribute to 
business success, to position all irrelevant apps for 
end-of life . And for those applications that are still 
considered integral, Intel IT evaluates them with 
a process that helps execute migration to a more 
appropriate cloud environment . 

By developing a cloud strategy that focuses on 
the business and application needs, and not the 
infrastructure, Intel leverages modern platform 
capabilities for simplified deployment and manage-
ment of applications and their associated databases, 
decreasing costs and increasing developer produc-
tivity and business innovation .

Case Study Spotlight
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BeTTer roi wiTh 
SMArT MULTi-CLoUd 
STrATeGy

ChAPTer 2

Enterprise IT leaders everywhere are under enormous pressure to increase 
services while decreasing costs . Data center consolidation and automa-
tion are major IT priorities over the next year, as organizations strive to 
gain better cost efficiencies by leveraging different platforms for their 
specific strengths . In fact, IT leaders pointed to cost as one of the top 
benefits of adopting hybrid cloud in a recent study.¹

Blindly adopting hybrid cloud and migrating workloads without first 
conducting a holistic analysis on where each application should land, 
can end up being more costly in the long run . Instead, you should adopt 
a workload-centric approach which evaluates each application in order 
to determine its optimal landing zone, whether that is the public or 
private cloud . Addressing each workload individually to “right-size” it to 
the cloud environment that best meets both its business and technical 
requirements will almost always provide a better return on investment .

For example, workloads such as email and CRM do not require heavy 
compute performance and do not contribute to an enterprise’s compet-
itive advantage, therefore, these workloads are well suited for a mature 
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software as a solution (SaaS) offering in the public cloud. By moving this 
data out of the controls of your IT department, you are freeing up costly 
resources that can be repurposed for more business-critical workloads 
and future innovations for business growth . Being future-minded about 
your data center investments, and developing a smart workload place-
ment strategy, is crucial to an effective multi-cloud strategy. 

To better understand the common factors that drive an optimal strategy 
for workload placement, Intel conducted a study in 2016, working with 
more than 125 focus groups of system integrators and Intel customers 
to determine what workload characteristics most influence workload 
placement. The Intel Affinity Model for Workload Placement (Figure 3) 
was the outcome, and serves as a powerful visual summary of where 
each category of common enterprise workloads typically has more 
affinity, whether in the public cloud, private cloud, or both .

Using this research as a guide, understanding where you should place 
your workloads to get the most performance and ROI gets a little clearer . 
To get more details about this study and learn how Intel developed their 
evaluation technique for workload placement, reference the Optimal 
Workload Placement for Public, Hybrid, and Private Clouds white paper .

Intel® Affinity Model for Workload Placement
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Figure 3. The technical workload characteristics determine whether an application is better suited to public or private clouds. Source: Intel 
internal analysis, December 2016. Note: Different businesses will have different workload deployments. These deployment differences may 
influence the attribute score.

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/enterprise-cloud-computing/optimal-workload-placement-for-public-hybrid-and-private-clouds-white-paper.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/enterprise-cloud-computing/optimal-workload-placement-for-public-hybrid-and-private-clouds-white-paper.html
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At Intel, workload evaluation for optimal cloud 
placement has accomplished two significant 
successes—alignment of the cloud strategy to the 
business, and IT cost savings . Constantly evaluating 
the organization’s business needs and pain points 
has been foremost in guiding Intel IT’s cloud strat-
egy . For example, looking at the legal requirements 
associated with sensitive data and the company’s 
risk tolerance to moving this data to a shared 
cloud model, has helped Intel make the right 
public and private cloud choices for workloads 
containing sensitive data . Leading with the needs 
of the business is crucial to establishing a holistic 
and lasting cloud strategy . 

In addition, by strategically leveraging both public 
and private cloud resources to create the optimal 
mix of IT environments, Intel has gained significant  
cost reductions . Implementing a modern, software- 

Case Study Spotlight

defined private cloud has saved them as much as 
2x savings vs . hosting entirely in the public cloud, 
based on 2016 Intel IT data .³

By strategically selecting where to host their 
applications, whether in their private cloud, or in 
a SaaS public cloud solution, Intel IT has achieved 
the optimal mix, therefore reducing total cost of 
ownership (TCO) . 

Looking to the future, Intel expects to start to see 
these savings between public and private cloud 
increase . As public cloud solutions continue to 
mature and improve, and costs level out, Intel 
expects to adopt more of these offerings into their 
IT strategy. However, the team still firmly stands by 
their “right workload, right place” cloud strategy,  
which clearly has delivered impressive cost savings, 
 and more importantly, supported the business 
needs of the organization .

Figure 4. Intel achieved a savings of more than 50%, compared with the cost of external solutions. Source: Information 
provided by Intel IT as of Dec 2016. Cost savings are based on Intel's experience. Intel does not guarantee or warrant 
others will obtain similar results.

Internal Versus External Cost Comparison
Based on 2010 Baseline, Lower is Better
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how To nAviGATe 
CoMMon hyBrid 
CLoUd ChALLenGeS

ChAPTer 3

While hybrid cloud is quickly becoming the preferred strategy for enterprise 
IT, and has many perceived benefits, it comes with its share of challenges, 
and therefore requires thoughtful discussions around security and man-
agement . In this chapter we will explore how to overcome these potential 
challenges to achieve holistic hybrid cloud success .

Top 5 benefits of using hybrid 
cloud, according to IT leaders¹

Top 5 challenges IT decision-makers 
face while deploying multiple cloud 
environments¹

Better IT cost management overall Security concerns

Improved IT infrastructure management 
and flexibility to customize workload 
strategy

Tracking costs across multiple 
clouds

Improved security and compliance Monitoring is more difficult in a 
hybrid environment

Improved scalability and resiliency Lack of skilled employees to 
manage multiple cloud platforms

Improved data management Migration of data between clouds 
because of vendor lock-in
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Security  
Many organizations adopt multi-cloud or hybrid cloud out of security 
concerns for their most important workloads . While hybrid does help 

maintain a strong security posture, appropriate for many sensitive workloads 
and data classifications, hybrid is not without its own security challenges. 
When you open a door from your on premises environment to a public cloud 
environment, you expand your attack surface significantly. Audit and com-
pliance, robust end-to-end encryption, data redundancy, data visibility, and 
control are major security concerns in a hybrid environment . Transforming 
to meet these challenges means building a hybrid cloud infrastructure that 
protects, detects, and corrects potential threats .

•  Protection: Security strategies should always start on the platform 
level . Boot protections come from a hardware Root of Trust imple-
mented in key technologies from Intel such as TXT (Trusted Execution 
Technology), Boot Guard or PFR (Platform Firmware Resilience) . 
Runtime protections are provided by Intel encryption acceleration 
technologies when data is at rest, in transit, and even in use . Intel’s 
AES-NI (AES New Instructions) accelerates encryption for maximum 
performance, SGX (Software Guard Extensions) protects data while 
in use, and QAT (Quick Assist Technology) offloads encryption from 
the CPU for the most demanding workloads .
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•  Detection: Visibility into changes and the state of the hybrid cloud 
environment is required. Businesses need to be aware of configura-
tion and patch levels, from firmware up through applications both 
in the public cloud and on premises . Monitoring of events is crucial 
as well, including unusual network activity, logins to servers and 
network access points, data center access, and data downloads . 
Auditing is also a key detection technique . Periodic audits are key to 
uncovering risk in the hybrid cloud environment .

• Correction: With every detection, an associated correction must be 
made . When patch levels are found to be out of date, they must be 
updated . Suspicious events must be investigated and dispositioned . 
In some cases, configuration changes must be made, and in more 
extreme cases, entire architectural rework is required . Once the ap-
propriate corrections are put in place, the whole cycle continues . 

Portability and Management: 
Disconnected cloud environments and management tools pose a 
threat to hybrid success . The uncertainty surrounding the compat-

ibility of disparate applications and tools when migrating workloads to 
the cloud creates a hesitancy around hybrid cloud for many enterprises . 
Many organizations also have concerns over the complexity of managing 
and monitoring multiple cloud environments . For example, some public 
cloud environments track only a subset of metrics—or it may not be pos-
sible to monitor public cloud servers with the same tools used for private 
cloud . A recent study revealed that at least 30% of businesses report 
challenges with tracking costs across multiple clouds .¹ 

Cloud decision-makers can overcome management difficulties by invest-
ing in unified monitoring tools, such as a cloud orchestrator, which can 
decrease the cost of setting up and managing complex environments that 
span multiple clouds . Having a consolidated management interface or 
dashboard for all your workloads is key as it offers more policy control, 
greater automation, and the ability to log and manage information more 
easily with smoother single sign-on access . Tools like cloud management 
platforms and automation frameworks from vendors like Microsoft, VM-
ware, IBM, and Red Hat are key to making this happen .

The vision for hybrid cloud enables workloads to move dynamically 
between clouds and allows cloud resources to be automated and spun 
up instantaneously to capitalize on new business opportunities . Early 
examples of this are deploying disaster recovery in private clouds but 
relying on public cloud for high availability . In this scenario, using hybrid 
cloud orchestration technologies to automate real-time disaster recovery 
across public and private environments is a huge leap forward in provid-
ing true business continuity . 
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While this degree of a “cloud bursting” capability is still not available in 
all “off the shelf” solutions, having a manageable and integrated hetero-
geneous hybrid cloud solution that takes advantage of multiple public 
and private cloud environments is achievable . There are many software 
offerings, tools, and techniques to be leveraged in the market today to 
help IT improve their ability to monitor, manage, and orchestrate their 
hybrid clouds . Let’s discuss a few:

• Cloud Automation Tools can be used to automate and ease service 
deployment in multiple clouds . Every organization must develop an 
automation strategy for their data centers . Some options include 
third-party tools like Ansible, Salt Stack, Chef, and Puppet . 

• Cloud Management Platform gives you visibility into what is going 
on in your hybrid cloud. Management platforms offer a “one-view” of 
all your workloads and can be used to achieve better cost monitor-
ing—important to reducing hybrid cloud TCO . Top vendors such as 
IBM, Cisco, Microsoft, Nutanix, Red Hat, and VMware offer this service. 

• Platform as a Service (PaaS) incorporates a more developer-centric 
approach to development and deployment in the hybrid cloud . To get 
started, first identify key services that are used in most workloads, 
then you can design and implement deployment of these services, 
across multiple clouds and environments (dev, test, prod) using PaaS . 
This will establish true portability and flexibility of workloads across 
multiple clouds . 

• Integrate. To simplify the user experience and manageability of your 
clouds, be sure to integrate all your tool sets . Doing so will ensure 
your multi-cloud strategy is manageable and interconnected, and 
built for maximum agility .

• Keep watching, as these tools and services are ever changing and 
maturing . Be vigilant in understanding new tool sets that might be-
come available and be prepared to expand and improve your hybrid 
cloud strategy when the time is right .

Recognizing the above best practices when it comes to both security and 
management techniques is key to achieving hybrid cloud success . Fully 
understanding the possible difficulties and barriers surrounding these 
topics, and thoughtfully planning strategies to overcome these and even 
convert them into opportunities, is necessary for driving your IT depart-
ment into the future with a robust hybrid cloud strategy .
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inTeL: FUeLinG AGiLe 
CLoUd SoLUTionS
The transition to a hybrid cloud infrastructure is rarely a simple process . 
But by choosing the right underlying architecture—and identifying trust-
ed partners who can help you build it—enterprise IT can reduce the time 
to value with an agile, scalable, and secure hybrid cloud platform .

What’s Under the Hood Matters 
To maximize your hybrid cloud investment, you must have a com-
plete picture of what’s under the hood in all your public and pri-

vate cloud environments . Not comprehending what your most valuable 
business applications and services are running on could mean unrealized 
opportunities or even worse, the use of undesirable cloud instances . 

Whether your workload lands on or off premises, you must defend your 
business and ROI by choosing the highest performing and most secure 
infrastructure . In today’s world, businesses simply cannot compete 
on outdated or underachieving infrastructure; in fact this is one of the 
largest barriers to growth in today’s digital economy . Old infrastructure 
results in a 6x slower rate for product innovation and time to market 
according to The Enterprise Strategy Group,⁴ and at four years old, 
server maintenance costs are reported to climb 148%.⁵ Don’t trust your 
mission-critical workloads to chance, be sure to understand exactly what 
powers your data center whether on premises or in the cloud . Outdated 
technology is costly to both business and innovation . 

ChAPTer 4
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Platform components that feature latest generation Intel technology can 
help solve this problem—fast forwarding IT to meet the growing demands 
of the business . Choosing Intel as the foundation for both your public and  
private clouds provides you a highly versatile platform with all the rich 
capabilities and software compatibilities that enterprises expect from Intel . 
Hybrid clouds built on Intel just make sense because of the unmatched 
support Intel technology offers. In fact, the majority of the cloud runs on 
Intel today, so you know you are covered both on and off premises. 

Additionally, Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, with new microarchitecture 
features, increased core count, and greater memory bandwidth, provide a 
high performing environment for a wide range of applications and work-
loads. And with features like unified SKU stacks, same platform design 
rules and collateral, and consistent firmware across all platform configu-
rations, building on Intel technology is streamlined, familiar, and efficient. 

Choose a Partner with Connections 
For IT, having multiple solution options, and flexibility between 

them, has become non-negotiable . IT managers understand the importance 
of being able to optimize their software catalog to directly support the 
business, and hardware should never get in the way of this . That’s why 
the Intel name remains trusted in the world of IT . Intel's deep partnership 
across the entire ecosystem is unmatched; its strong optimizations and 
validation with industry-leading software vendors are only the beginning . 
When Intel builds its hardware portfolio it doesn't just think about the 
processor, but looks to optimize all product features up and down the 
software stack . Feature validation ensures that all components function 
well together because because users want components, components that 
work better together . By working closely with nearly all the ecosystem 
players, Intel is able to bring innovative technology to life . It is this degree 
of collaboration that demonstrates Intel's drive to be the vendor of 
choice with products and solutions that exceed customers’ needs . 

Intel Xeon Scalable Platform: Run More Efficient  
and Secure Data Centers
The Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor family enables you to replace 

multiple old systems with fewer new ones, reducing data center footprint 
and allowing more of your limited IT budget to be allocated to growing 
your business . Intel is dedicated to advancing its processor features and 
capabilities—for example, by including more cores with higher efficiency, 
improved cache hierarchy, and increased memory bandwidth .
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Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors also put security front and center . Data 
center security is quoted as the number one concern for enterprise CIOs 
time and time again . Not without due cause, as attack surfaces continue 
to grow, protecting your data in all of its states becomes increasingly  
important. For data protection in flight and at rest, Intel® Xeon® Scalable  
processors deliver enhanced processing of encryption algorithms, 
enabling advanced security features and services in distributed environ-
ments without compromising performance . In addition, they integrate 
Intel® QuickAssist Technology with Intel® Key Protection Technology to 
help protect private keys . 

Get There Faster with Intel® Select Solutions
For most enterprises today, it isn’t about determining whether hybrid 

cloud is right for you . Instead, it’s a question of how quickly you can 
deploy it and start experiencing its benefits.

Intel® Select Solutions can help with workload-optimized data center 
solutions that Intel and its partners have developed and delivered based 
on Intel® Xeon® Scalable platforms and adjacent technologies . Each Intel® 
Select Solution—a pre-verified and performance-optimized hardware/
software integration—is designed to help you select and deploy modern 
data center solutions simply and quickly .

Intel has partnered with both Microsoft and VMware to offer hybrid cloud 
solution offerings from select OEMs that are ready to accelerate your 
cloud investments . Powered by Intel® Select Solutions, Microsoft Azure 
Stack and VMware Cloud Foundation solutions are a result of Intel's long-
standing commitment to advancing hybrid cloud with its partners . 

Learn more about why Intel powered Microsoft Azure Stack is the best 
way to future-proof your business in this Business Brief . And if you prefer 
VMware software solutions, VMware Cloud Foundation fully optimized 
through the Intel® Select Solution offering is a great way to simplify your 
deployment and get going faster . Learn more here .

http://www.intel.com/selectsolutions 
http://www.intel.com/selectsolutions 
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/azure-stack-solution-brief.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/cloud-foundation-helps-empower-hybrid-cloud-brief.html
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ConCLUSion
Today, hybrid cloud is valued as the key to business technology transforma-
tion, as decision-makers increasingly move enterprise workloads to both 
private and public cloud platforms—and rarely rely on a single cloud 
environment . With the Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor family, IT can 
be certain that its hybrid cloud infrastructure is powered by Intel’s high 
performance and exceptionally scalable platform—one that is truly future- 
ready to handle the complex requirements of modern data centers .

Hybrid cloud should accelerate digital transformation, not complicate 
it . Businesses looking to modernize existing infrastructure while driving 
data center efficiency can take steps to simplify the process:

• Build on modern and efficient platforms: Choose modern, software- 
defined, cloud-ready platforms based on efficient infrastructure 
components, from compute to storage to networking, to achieve 
a cloud-like experience (self-service and on-demand provisioning) 
across private and public clouds . 

•  Initiate processes for app rationalization and re-hosting: Adopt 
application rationalization processes to help decide which legacy 
applications are at the end of their life and which should be made 
cloud aware. Applications that are strategic and differentiated should 
be re-architected if necessary to take advantage of IaaS, PaaS, and 
DBaaS capabilities in order to be hosted more optimally . Net new 
applications should typically be delivered cloud-native from the start 
so as to fully leverage the benefits of cloud.

•  Optimize workload strategies for multi-cloud: Evaluate your app  
requirements to determine each workload’s optimal placement 
across public and private cloud, while pursuing modern, cloud-native 
app development . 

• Demand consistent security: Ensure that the public side of your hy-
brid cloud is secured to the same levels as your data center to enable 
consistent protection . This requires a security strategy that protects, 
detects, and corrects—starting at the platform level . 
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LeArn More

• Simplify management: Choose public cloud providers that offer 
modern converged infrastructure and private cloud software plat-
forms you are already familiar with, so you can leverage existing IT 
skillsets and monitoring tools for easier management as your hybrid 
cloud expands . 

•  Know what’s under the hood: Maximize your public and private cloud 
investments by choosing modern cloud technology and industry- 
standard hardware as the foundation for all of your applications .

• Find the right partners: Reach out to your trusted infrastructure and 
software ecosystem providers to find the right partners who can help 
you expand your hybrid cloud with confidence. 

•  Avoid the “hybrid stall”: Don’t let complexity stall innovation . Explore 
Intel Select Solution offerings for hybrid cloud from your favorite 
OEM and software vendor to get hybrid cloud solutions deployed 
quickly and with more ease . 

Partner with Intel on the journey to modernizing your data center and 
innovating your business . Visit intel .com/cloud to learn more about 
hybrid cloud .

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on 
system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel .com .

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors . Performance tests, such as SYSmark and Mobile-
Mark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You 
should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when com-
bined with other products .   For more complete information visit www .intel .com/benchmarks .  

Optimization Notice: Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors . 
These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any 
optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel . Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors . Certain 
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more informa-
tion regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice. Notice Revision #20110804

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel- based product, in the specified circumstances and configurations, may affect future costs and 
provide cost savings .  Circumstances will vary . Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction .

Intel, the Intel logo, and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U .S . and/or other countries .  

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others . 

© Intel Corporation .
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